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Preface
The first question often asked of me is: Why did I write this book?
That’s the easy part. It was written largely because people asked me to.
Friends and family found the story intriguing, entertaining, outrageous,
and sometimes absurdly funny. The more difficult question is: What is
it about, really? It is primarily a record, of a very brief and simultaneously dramatic period in my life, and the incredible people and experiences
which comprised it. This metaphorical voyage took me into and out of
a domain in business and society, accented with certain Family persona,
known and unknown. A problem with alcohol is interwoven. In one
sense this is a Southern California Odyssey, from 1955 – 2005.
M. Buland Burns

Introduction
This is a young man’s true story with three basic dimensions: his
adventures with “The Family” in Newport Beach, California after leaving
a Ph.D. program; his background and role in the Fifties’ Culture in
Southern California; and his problem with alcohol, its solution and new
directions which touch on the inspirational.
SYNOPSIS
Part I. The Beginning: Chapters 1-3
The story opens at a popular nightspot in Newport Beach, California
in the summer of 1971. The main character, Mike Burns, soon to be
named Heavy Duty, is an honor student in a prestigious Doctoral Program at the Claremont Colleges, Claremont, California. He has
temporarily withdrawn from school for personal reasons, which he
shares with us, and has found a niche working for a yachting firm on
Newport Bay. An avid underwater spear fisherman, he grew up in the
area and has been part of the Fifties Culture, its cars and music. His
cousin Gary, known around the beach town, is a divorcee, who owns a
home nearby. This provides a place and a new circle of friends for our
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unhero. Within this group, a small cluster of newcomers arrives from
Cleveland, Ohio, by way of Florida. They are FAMILY, and approach the
unsuspecting scholar with a job offer of ostensible importance in a new
company they are forming. It is called Galaxy. He accepts, with an
unusual inexorable demand of his own.
He is hence called Heavy Duty. He finds himself with a nucleus of six
persons from Cleveland and Miami, three women and three men. They
claim to be brothers and sisters, yet do not resemble one another and
have different names. They are FAMILY of a different sort. This is part
of the fascination.
The Galaxy Company is formed as a trucking and warehousing
operation, combining our local group of friends, their equipment and
capitol, with the expertise and capitol of this nucleus from out of town.
Heavy Duty, Gary, and his friends constitute the outer circle around the
nucleus. They are present at the beginning and after the ending of
Galaxy. Heavy Duty now grasps the dynamics of these relationships and
gives us his analysis of “the rules” which govern them.
Part II Chapters 4-7
Heavy Duty is given counsel by his new boss to learn everything
about the business from the ground up. Jimmy, the boss’s supposed
brother and Heavy Duty’s bar buddy, will be his partner. Jimmy was the
boss’s bodyguard in Cleveland, and Hobbs brought him to Newport
Beach from an island in the Florida Keys, where he was under protection
at a Family safe house.
Trucking and this sphere of the work world is totally foreign to Heavy
Duty but is a great adventure for our young man. As the business takes
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off, all the excitement of something new and its development takes on
shape, and his responsibilities are expanded. Heavy Duty indeed is in
charge of a great deal and enjoys his moniker.
These expanded interests include the atmosphere of the night club
life. Its aura of fantasy fuels his new found freedom; and soon he is
totally entrenched in this lifestyle, where everything is paid for by
someone else. Here under the colored lights of the night club with its
new name, The Little Lisa, coined by Hobbs, he meets friends from the
past. They, like himself, were products of the Fifties in Orange County,
Southern California. A musician and auto racer, he knows a wide range
of people, many now well known.
A background of factual and personal experience provide a rich
historical awareness of the times and the young generation. This trip
takes us back to the hot jazz of the Hermosa Beach Lighthouse Allstars,
and the rock and roll at the Black Derby in Santa Ana, California, where
the Righteous Brothers got their name. Additional content with
adventuresome stuntmen and spear fishing fills this chapter. The death
of a close friend, Mafia related, returns us to the Family culture and
story.
Part II Chapters 8-12
Chapters 8-12 cover the development of big business ties established
by Hobbs, the Galaxy president alongside our young scholar Heavy
Duty. An arrangement with Anheuser-Busch and Reynolds Aluminum is
achieved for the warehousing of new empty beer cans. These would be
warehoused from Garden Grove, California to SeaTac, Washington. The
warehouses are all leased as are the tractors and trailers. A large financial
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liability is incurred. Some fast paced and sophisticated maneuvers take
place in this phase as Heavy Duty travels up the West Coast to the
different warehousing locations with his boss C.E. Hobbs, the President
of Galaxy.
Heavy Duty sets up a warehousing operation in Portland, Oregon,
which brings a brief introduction to the FBI and an exciting departure
from the Portland Airport, nothing illegal. It’s like a new language,
learning how these people operate. Meanwhile, he’s on an all expense
paid excursion, or escapade and, what an education it is. When he
returns to Newport Beach he is greeted with open arms, the returning
hero, as he walks into their club. Following this homecoming the
episodes take a dark turn.
Part III. Chapters 13-15
The ending of the Galaxy escapade is sudden and secretive. Heavy
Duty and his partner Jimmy are told to lock up the warehouse and take
the keys to the Little Lisa (The Club). After a final drink, or a few, they
part company, never to see each other again. All six persons in the outof-town nucleus disappear, like it never happened. The total escapade
takes only six months. In the aftermath of Galaxy’s failure, Heavy Duty
is actually freed for new pursuits. He takes an opportunity in
landscaping by working for one of the local talents from the club. He is
very successful in the Newport and Irvine area although the drinking
continues. At the same time, new, scary FAMILY connections pop up.
One of the landscape projects introduces him to Daniel Mandel, holder
of two Oscars for film editing, (The Best Years of Our Lives) and to his
son Johnny Mandel, composer. They provide a pivoting point for a new
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direction. Within two years these vibrant new beginnings find him a
professor, married, with everything, including Arabian horses. However,
he still leads two lives with his alcohol problem. The most inspiring part
of the story is his recovery. He returns full circle to Claremont, Zen
studies, and Alcoholics Anonymous, and is given a creative fulfilled life.
The epilogue recounts Heavy Duty’s experiences of growth and creativity
in Claremont, his family, and purpose. It is a metaphor, for The Courage
To Be.

PART ONE

1

The Setting

It all started while sitting at the bar in Bill Martini’s Night Club in
Newport Beach, California, in the early seventies. I had made a decision
to drop out of a Ph.D. Program at Claremont Graduate School, where
I was doing well. I was drinking too much and thought I needed a
change of scenery.
I had been working as a part-time student research assistant at the
Lanterman State Hospital research center for mental retardation. It was
near Pomona, about fifteen miles from Claremont. The modern twostory facility had staff from UCLA, USC, Cal Poly and the Claremont
Colleges, as well as the regular scientists and computer technicians.
Many projects were designed, completed and published from there.
The chief psychologist, Dr. Harvey Dingman, kept me from being
inducted and sent to Vietnam. My previous student deferments had
extended my draft eligibility to age thirty five, and I received my
induction letter. I had gone off of full-time student status, having
completed the course work for the Ph.D. Harvey saved me and wouldn’t
let me see the letter.
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I loved being the liaison between the research center and the wards.
I could get outside. The grounds spread over many acres of green lawn
and California Pepper trees, with the tile roofed Spanish buildings.
I was intrigued with all of it.
One afternoon, a Halloween party and dance for the patients was
held in the Canteen. Another student was going and asked me to join
him. I did and found it to be the most bizarre conglomeration of
humanity I had ever seen, yet almost holy in its sheer aura of honesty.
Hydro and micro-cephalics, with abnormally large and small heads
respectively, Downs Syndrome patients, and those of various Unknown
Origin classification danced in made-up costumes and masks. It was too
fantastic to believe.
I shirked a little when some of them approached me and tried to
make physical contact, but my buddy did not. He accepted them, even
picking up the smaller ones. I was awed by this and asked him, “How
do you do that?”
“It’s nothing,” he said, “just the human thing.”
Afterwards we walked back up to the research center and met one of
our students from Cal Poly, Pomona. She stopped to talk, and made
the remark to him: “You’re a good looking hunk of horse flesh.” He was,
and so was she! A Nutrition major, she practiced what she studied. A
short haired blonde, slim-trim five foot five, she looked like a swimsuit
model. Her job was to run studies with patients in the lab: reaction time,
machine monitored tests, similar to lie detector tests.
One study was conducted in an observation booth with a two-way
glass. She wore a two-piece bathing suit for it, testing play and contact
with Downs Syndrome children. It attracted much attention. The
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stimulus-response (S-R) was traced with the electro-encephalograph,
with no substantial results. (They didn’t measure the observers’
responses, however.) Back to the tester, she was in her early twenties
and married, with no children. Her husband had Multiple Sclerosis
(M.S.) at twenty-six. She had quite a dilemma, and was remarkably
candid with all of us in her clarification of it. She couldn’t be with him,
and she couldn’t leave him.
She was around a lot, and that’s usually how things get started. She
approached me, and suggested a relationship. I rejected her, which
incited her interest more, or so she said later. I argued that the pain
would be inevitable. Was it worth it? She thought it was, and as it
progressed, there was a higher level of morality implicit in this
relationship than in many marriages. It was the least I could do to help
her out and all, and I was single. Suddenly my living quarters were
closed and funds cut off for the assistantships. It was Reaganomics. This
was unfortunate for the outpatient programs in mental health facilities
throughout California. This was the most productive program, reintegrating patients back into society and with their families.
My work was finished. I had participated in many published projects,
and done one of my own. It focused on: Modes of Communication used
by Mentally Retarded (M.R.) patients. It reliably supported my theory
that significant differences existed between incoming (decoding) and
outgoing (encoding) communication for M.R. patients, and that this
variation differed between diagnostic types.
I had observed a patient outdoors in a wheelchair often, playing chess
with intelligent staff personnel from his ward. This started my thinking
and produced the theory and the project. It was true. Those of Unknown
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Origin classification had a greater difference between their ability to
understand and to communicate than any other, e.g. Downs Syndrome
patients with the same measurable I.Q. or mental ability. All (six)
diagnostic types showed higher rating on decoding than encoding.
It suggested that speech centers of the brain were impaired but they
could learn intellectually. I shared my findings with the school on the
grounds, which was excellent. Many dedicated people work in this field
and love it. In saying my goodbyes, I walked through an open back door
into one of the wards. The staff shouted at me: “Stop, the ward’s
quarantined. Have you had the MUMPS?” I had not, and I took off!
They had a sign on the front door. No problems developed as a result.
I didn’t need that.
I would leave with the memory of a footprint on my window sill,
where a guest had slipped in and waited for me one summer night. She
foresaw in a dream another time for me, at a lake with someone
beautiful. It was mystical, and I wondered about it.
It came true, and we are together still. Many dreams would be
fulfilled. I would have a beautiful horse from the lineage of the Arabian
stallion Faraloa, I had seen on exhibit at Cal Poly, the home of the
Kellogg’s Arabian Farm.
Everything I had learned here would add to my college teaching in
Irvine down the line. Who can delineate the mind’s limits, or its ability
to anticipate the future? There were miracles to come. I hoped to
alleviate the loneliness and pain of all parties concerned. It was the only
solution, to leave.
I loved the ocean and had spent hundreds of hours, maybe more,
along the coast of Southern California, spear fishing from the time I
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was fifteen. I got a job working on “the waves,” detailing yachts that
were for sale at a Newport brokerage. There we had a gorgeous allwood yacht berthed, beautifully finished, exterior and interior, a power
boat in the 50-60-foot class. This boat was possibly 20 years old. It was
hard to tell; all the brass and fixtures were immaculate. It had an Italian
name and had been traded in on a larger vessel.
At lunch time we would all sit down somewhere together around the
boats and talk, the mechanics and the maintenance crew, of which I was
a part. Now it seems that the diesel mechanic had recently serviced or
checked out the new craft for these buyers, which they had docked in
Newport bay and were using as a live-aboard. The mechanic described
the social situation aboard as a classic out-of-the-movies Mafia scene:
pot-bellied men sitting around playing cards, armed, a big pot of
spaghetti sauce on the stove simmering away, broads in bikinis around,
and guns of various types, interesting. He took care of his work and did
not have any problems. His tennis shoes about sprouted wings when he
was done with that job, I think.
I was spending quite a bit of time in the club, as we called it, and my
cousin had introduced me around. He was divorced and had a house
nearby, poor guy. I ended up staying over at his house quite often.
During the course of chit chat at the bar, I got acquainted with Jimmy.
My cousin Gary knew everybody around there.
Jimmy liked conversation about boats, fishing, and diving. I was
content here, ridiculous but true. Jimmy seemed to be tied in to the
club management and the whole underlying milieu. Sometimes we
would get hungry, and he’d say to the bartender, usually a pretty boy
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with wavy blond hair named Billy, “Hey, give me $100 out of the till, we
want to go get something to eat.”
Remember, this was the early 1970s.
I was in my early thirties; Jimmy was early twenties I’d say, maybe
twenty four or so. “Is that okay?” I asked once.
“Hell yes” he answered, “anyway, he’s scared to death of me.” Billy
didn’t like him very much. We never paid for anything when Jimmy and
I were together at the club. Sometimes on the weekends we’d clean it up
a little bit in the mornings.
“Chuck likes that,” he would say.
Chuck Hobbs was supposedly Jimmy’s brother. Hobbs seemed to be
taking over the club. He was a stout individual, and like a refrigerator,
with light olive skin and wavy black hair, nice looking, with a tenor voice.
I’d see him around, sometimes with Bill Martini, looking, standing back,
watching things, sometimes me. Martini was a tall good looking man,
salt and pepper hair, moustache. Later I learned that he was often seen
on TV at the fights, ringside, with a pretty blonde on his arm. The camera
knew him. It was some time before I met Chuck, maybe a couple of
months. Hobbs and Martini seemed to be friends.
The other bartender was called Bobbi. She was a very attractive type,
dark hair, pony tail, tan, looked maybe French/Indian. She was from
Florida, and Chuck had picked her up on his way here, along with
Jimmy. I didn’t know where Billy came from, but he came with them,
or at least was with them. They seemed to know him from before,
probably Cleveland. They were his crew.
About this time an Italian divorcee, about thirty-five, who frequently
came in on the weekends started to hang out with us. She liked Jimmy.
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Marie was not a heavy drinker. Down the line a couple of months, the
three of us were out to dinner at the Jolly Roger, looking out at the bay
and the boats. There Jimmy showed me an interesting photograph of
himself fishing off an island in Florida. He had two companions with
him wearing shoulder holsters. He said that you could only get to the
place by boat or seaplane. He was under protection for something that
had happened in Cleveland I guess, a shotgun thing I was told. Marie
and I were dumbfounded. Then he said one more interesting thing and
this is the only time he ever alluded to it.
“Isn’t it amazing how much influence they have in the world, that
little island?”
“What?” I asked.
“Sicily,” he said.
“Oh. Yeah,” I said.
He was pretty well “gooned.” “I had good teachers” he said. Jimmy
had been talking to Chuck about me, and apparently Chuck first had the
impression that I was just another boat bum. Jimmy managed to explain
something about my education to him, and he was willing to allow
Jimmy to introduce me. It didn’t matter to me, but seemed to be
important to Jimmy, so okay. Jimmy looked like me, light Caucasian, a
little taller, and not too heavy. He had light brown hair, not red like
mine. He was a lightweight boxer. It seems he couldn’t read because of
damage to his eyes from a fight. He told me himself. Because of this
they were interested in me. He and I could be buddies in a new
enterprise, or escapade, as it turned out. Chuck was standing in the bar
at the far wall, his hands together in front of him, dressed in slacks, coat,
shirt and tie. Jimmy introduced me with these words: “I want you to
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meet a friend of mine,” directed to Chuck, who smiled that big Sicilian
smile and scanned me with a once over look that was the quickest,
coldest, and most penetrating I have ever seen. Years later I found the
significance of this introduction explained in the movie Donnie Brasco.
It meant that Jimmy sponsored me and was responsible for me.
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